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Good afternoon Chairman Nelson, Ranking Member Collins, and Members of the Committee.
Thank you for inviting me to testify to discuss payday lending and its impact on older
Americans.
I am a senior policy counsel at the Center for Responsible Lending (CRL), a nonprofit,
nonpartisan research and policy organization dedicated to protecting homeownership and
family wealth by working to eliminate abusive financial practices. CRL is an affiliate of SelfHelp, a nonprofit community development institution. For thirty years, Self-Help has focused
on creating asset-building opportunities for low-income, rural, women-headed, and minority
families, primarily through safe, affordable home loans and small business loans. Self-Help
has provided $6 billion in financing to 70,000 homebuyers, small businesses and nonprofit
organizations and serves more than 80,000 mostly low-income families through 30 retail
credit union branches in North Carolina, California, and Chicago.
My testimony will make the following points:
•

Payday loans are designed to create a long-term debt trap.

•

Payday loans cause borrowers severe harm, leaving them worse off than they
were before the first payday loan.

•

Payday loans were legalized only in relatively recent years based on the claim
they would be used for emergencies, but they typically are not used this way.

•

A few banks are payday lenders, posing severe consumer protection concerns and
safety and soundness risk to banks. Without decisive regulatory action by all the
bank prudential regulators, many banks will likely become payday lenders.

•

Older Americans are particularly attractive to payday lenders and particularly
vulnerable to the harm payday loans cause. Research has found that over onequarter of bank payday borrowers are Social Security recipients.

•

Public policy is trending against payday lending, with a growing number of
states—now 22, home to over 40 percent of Americans—prohibiting or
significantly restricting it.

•

Strong policy responses are critical to stopping the harm that payday lending
causes.
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I.

Payday loans are designed to create a long-term debt trap.
A. Payday lenders, as a matter of practice, make loans borrowers likely do not
have the ability to repay.

Payday loans—loans of around $350 averaging 300-400% annual percentage rate (APR)
repaid from the borrower’s next paycheck or receipt of public benefits—are designed to create
a long-term debt trap.
Borrowers already struggling with regular expenses or facing an emergency expense with
minimal savings are typically unable to repay the large payment of principal and fees due and
meet their other expenses until their next payday. Though their loan is typically technically
repaid on the due date, the repayment of the loan plus the fee does not leave borrowers
enough money to pay for necessities, such as rent or food, for the rest of the pay period or
month. Consequently, borrowers are forced to renew their loan before the end of the next pay
period, paying a new fee. Payday lenders repeat this cycle over and over again, leading to a
long-term cycle of churned loans. A forthcoming report from CRL finds that borrowers pay
$3.4 billion in fees alone annually for payday loans by non-bank payday lenders, not
including fees paid for payday loans made by banks.1
Rather than determine the borrower’s ability to repay the loan, payday lenders rely on their
ability to seize the borrower’s incoming funds by holding a personal check or an ACH
authorization for the entire amount due, which serve as collateral. It would be inaccurate to
conclude that lenders do assess ability to repay because they typically have the ability to
collect the loan proceeds from the borrower’s bank account. Federal regulatory precedent
makes clear that lending with regard to ability to repay means determining the borrower can
repay the loan from sources other than the collateral; in the payday loan context, that means
that the borrower can both repay the loan and meet other obligations without reborrowing.2
Thus, the high number of loans per borrower demonstrates payday lenders’ disregard of the
borrowers’ ability to repay.
B. The data overwhelmingly demonstrate that borrowers cannot afford to repay.
Data measuring frequency of payday loans and days of indebtedness overwhelmingly
demonstrate that borrowers typically do not have the ability to repay payday loans. Most
recently, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), in the most comprehensive data
set on payday lending ever compiled and analyzed, found that the median borrower took out
ten payday loans from a single storefront lender during one year, and spent 199 days of the
year in payday debt.3 These findings were generally consistent with other studies by CRL
(nine loans,4 212 days in a year5); Pew (eight loans averaging 18 days each, or 144 days
total);6 the Center for Financial Services Innovation (CFSI) (11 loans, 150 days);7 and even
Advance America, the largest payday lender, which has reported that its borrowers average
eight loans per year.8
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Further, data quantifying payday loan “churn”—when a borrower’s loan is renewed or when
the loan is technically repaid but the lender flips the borrower into a new loan shortly
thereafter —underscores the existence of a long-term debt trap. CRL has found that half of
new loans are the result of a previous loan being flipped virtually immediately,9 87% within
two weeks, and 94% within one month.10 Similarly, the CFPB recently found that most of the
transactions conducted by consumers with seven or more loans were taken within 14 days of a
previous loan. The effective impact of churned transactions is simply repaying fees to float
the same principal debt, rather than being extended new credit each time.
Payday loans made by banks, which banks refer to as “deposit advances,” show the same
patterns of long-term indebtedness and loan churn. CFPB found that bank payday borrowers
spend an average of 112 days in debt, with only 13 days between paying off an advance in full
and taking out a new one—indicating that bank payday loans do not typically sustain
borrowers through even a single pay cycle.11 CRL found that borrowers took out 13.5 bank
payday loans in 2011 and spent at least part of six months in bank payday loan debt.12 The
mean number of loans was 19—far higher than the median, because over one-third of
borrowers had more than 20 loans.13
C. High-cost payday installment loans can be the functional equivalent of a
series of short-term balloon-payment loans.
The following five elements contribute to the debt trap: lack of underwriting for affordability,
high fees, short-term due date, single balloon payment, and direct access to the borrower’s
checking account through a personal check or electronic access. But all of these elements
need not be present for loans to create a debt trap. Indeed, although payday loans are
typically due in full in a single payment, some payday lenders are moving to payday
installment loans that carry triple-digit interest rates and are the effective equivalent of a
series of short-term, single-payment payday loans.14
As discussed below, payday lenders attempt to justify the triple-digit annual interest rates on
their loans on the basis that they are short, two-week loans; these high rates are particularly
unjustified for longer-term loans. In addition, the very high rates on these loans cause most of
the borrower’s payment to go toward interest, not principal; as a result, as with two-week
loans, the borrower often pays as much or more in interest than in principal. Thus, whether a
triple-digit-APR payday loan is a single-payment loan or an installment loan, it leaves the
borrower in extended triple-digit-APR debt.
D. Car-title loans are similarly structured and lead to similar cycles of debt.
A close cousin of the payday loan is the car-title loan, which averages around $1,000 and is
secured by the title to a borrower’s vehicle that is owned free-and-clear. These are expensive,
300% APR loans that are often marketed as short-term (with a one-month due date) but tend
to be renewed multiple times (eight times on average).15 Nationally, we estimate that
borrowers pay $4.3 billion in fees alone annually for these loans—more than double the
amount of credit extended.16 As with payday loans, there is an emerging trend toward longer-
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term and still high-cost installment products. Most car-title loan borrowers end up paying far
more in fees than principal borrowed, and a significant share of borrowers face repossession
of their cars.17

II.

Payday loans cause borrowers severe harm, leaving them worse off than they
were before the first payday loan.

The typical payday borrower pays more in interest than they receive in principal. Studies find
that on average borrowers pay $450-$500 in fees for approximately $350 in non-churn
principal, with many paying far more.18 Strikingly, approximately half of payday borrowers
have been found to ultimately default, many after spending months or years in debt and
paying large fees that far exceeded principal.19
Research has long shown that payday loans cause serious financial harm to borrowers.
Payday loan usage is associated with paying credit card debts and other bills late,20 increased
likelihood of bankruptcy,21 delayed medical care,22 and loss of basic banking privileges
because of repeated overdrafts.23
The large share of borrowers who ultimately default experience additional financial stress,
including NSF fees from the bank and the lender, legal ramifications (garnishment or court
action), and having their debt sold to a collection agency (impacting credit reports and scores
and leading to repeated solicitations, illegal harassment, or debt collection scams).24
One academic researcher who compared low- and middle-income households living in areas
with and without payday lending establishments recently concluded: “I find no evidence that
payday loans alleviate economic hardship. To the contrary, loan access leads to increased
difficulty paying mortgage, rent and utilities bills.”25 The same researcher also found that
payday loans are associated with higher rates of delinquency on child support payments.26
We also hear from credit counselors and other advocates that payday loans cause severe
emotional distress. One former employee of a major payday lender described visiting
borrowers’ places of employment while working for the lender’s collections department:
We would not tell their bosses where we were from, but we would carry a clip board
with our [company’s] name on it in a prominent way. We would request that a person
be pulled off the factory floor, not to collect, but to keep them on the hook. The key
was embarrassment and intimidation.—former Advance America employee27
Researchers have studied how residents in states that prohibit payday loans deal with financial
shortfalls and how payday borrowers report they would handle shortfalls in the absence of
payday lending due to regulation. They have found that borrowers choose or would choose
options such as cutting back on expenses, delaying or not paying a bill, entering payment
plans for bills, tapping into savings, borrowing from friends and family, or visiting a
pawnshop.28 Importantly, these are the same options that payday borrowers who do not
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default ultimately take advantage of in order to finally retire their payday debt.29 The
difference is that residents in states that do not allow lenders to charge triple-digit annual
interest rates do not pay hundreds or even thousands of dollars in fees before exercising those
other options. In addition, in North Carolina—a state where payday lending was made
illegal—more than twice as many former payday borrowers reported that the absence of
payday lending had had a positive rather than a negative effect on them; nearly 90% of
households thought that payday loans were bad for their finances.30

III.

Payday loans were legalized only in relatively recent years based on the claim
they would be used for emergencies, but they typically are not used this way.

Historically, states had usury caps in place that prevented payday and other high-cost loans
from being made. In the early 1990s, many states exempted payday lenders from those caps
based on the industry’s claim that their loans were for emergency, short-term use, and were
thus entitled to a far higher interest rate limit.
To the contrary, the evidence shows that the majority of payday borrowers are trying to plug
budget gaps caused by recurring, everyday expenses, rather than trying to get through
occasional emergencies.31 That payday loans are used for everyday, recurring expenses
suggests a structural budget problem where expenses exceed income, which helps explain
why it is so difficult to repay two-week balloon payment or escape the ensuing cycle of debt.
High-cost, short-term loans are unaffordable for these borrowers.
Yet even as they purport to discourage long-term use, payday lending industry representatives
have often acknowledged that loan churning not only occurs but is encouraged:
[T]he theory in the business is [that] you’ve got to get that customer in, work to turn
him into a repetitive customer, long-term customer, because that’s really where the
profitability is.—Dan Feehan, CEO of Cash America32
Advance America’s disclosures show that repeat borrowing is important.—Morgan
Stanley33
That payday lenders also frequently offer the borrower’s first loan for free or at a discount
further exposes that churned loans are expected.34

IV.

A few banks are payday lenders, posing severe consumer protection concerns and
safety and soundness risk to banks. Without decisive regulatory action by all the
bank prudential regulators, many banks will likely become payday lenders.

The great majority of banks do not offer payday loans, but we are aware of at least six that do.
Two are supervised by the Federal Reserve Board (Federal Reserve): Fifth Third Bank and
Regions Bank. Four are supervised by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC):
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Wells Fargo Bank, U.S. Bank, Bank of Oklahoma and its bank affiliates,35 and Guaranty
Bank. Banks are attempting to use the doctrine of federal preemption to make payday loans
even in states whose state laws do not authorize payday lending, grossly undermining state
law.36
A. Payday loans by banks function like other payday loans.
Bank payday loans, which banks typically refer to as “deposit advances,” are structured to
function the same as other payday loans. The bank deposits the loan amount directly into the
customer’s account and then repays itself the loan amount, plus a high fee, directly from the
customer’s next incoming direct deposit of wages or public benefits. If the customer’s direct
deposits are not sufficient to repay the loan, the bank typically repays itself anyway after 35
days, even if the repayment overdraws the consumer’s account, potentially triggering high
overdraft fees for subsequent transactions. Banks impose fees in the range of $7.50 to $10 per
$100 borrowed for bank payday loans; for the typical loan term of 12 days, these fees
translate to APRs ranging from 225% to 300%. CRL’s research has found that more than
one in four bank payday borrowers are Social Security recipients.
Banks have pitched their payday loans as a way for customers to avoid overdrafts and
associated fees, but the data show that bank payday borrowers are significantly more likely to
incur overdraft fees than customers not taking out bank payday loans.37
Banks, like non-bank payday lenders, often point to “safeguards” they have in place on
payday loans to ensure that borrowers do not become mired in a long-term debt trap. But
these “safeguards” are set by bank and non-bank payday lenders at levels that have little
impact on the cycle of long-term indebtedness; indeed, it is in the lenders’ interest to
perpetuate the debt trap, as that is where most of their revenue is generated. For example,
banks permit installment plans but make these plans difficult to qualify for or obtain.38 They
also establish “cooling-off” periods that still allow borrowers to become mired in a cycle of
debt before the cooling-off period is triggered.39 The data above demonstrate that banks’
“safeguards” are ineffective, just as similar “safeguards” that non-bank payday lenders have
long touted have proven ineffective as well.40
B. Bank payday lending threatens to grow rapidly absent decisive regulatory
action by all the bank prudential regulators.
There are clear signals that bank payday lending may grow rapidly if swift regulatory action is
not taken. A software consultant marketing a bank payday software program has promised
banks massive revenue potential and has reported a high level of interest from banks.41
Bank payday lending clearly falls within the purview of both the prudential banking
regulators (the OCC, FDIC, and Federal Reserve)—which are responsible for the safety and
soundness of the banks they supervise—and the CFPB, which is responsible for consumer
financial protection generally. Indeed, bank payday loans pose serious safety and soundness
concerns, including that they violate the basic safety and soundness principle of lending based
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on the borrower’s ability to repay a loan; they pose severe reputational risk, as evidenced by
sweeping negative reaction to these products;42 and they risk violation of consumer protection
laws, which itself poses safety and soundness risk.43
In April 2013, the OCC and the FDIC, recognizing that payday lending poses both safety and
soundness and consumer protection risk to banks, proposed supervisory guidance that would
address central problems with payday loans by requiring determination of the borrower’s
ability to repay the loan while meeting other expenses and limiting churned loans. Public
comments on the proposed guidance were due June 30, 2013; as of this writing, the proposed
guidance has not been finalized.44
Unlike the OCC and the FDIC, the Federal Reserve did not propose bank payday supervisory
guidance with explicit underwriting guidelines. It did, however, issue a supervisory statement
emphasizing the “significant consumer risks” bank payday lending poses.45 The statement
highlighted the CFPB’s recent findings of sustained and harmful usage and underscored that
examiners should thoroughly review bank payday products for compliance with laws
prohibiting unfair and deceptive practices. This statement should compel Fifth Third Bank
and Regions Bank to make meaningful changes that eliminate the debt trap the bank payday
loan product has been shown to cause. To our knowledge, however, the banks have not
indicated plans to do so since the supervisory statement was issued.
In addition, based on its extensive study of bank and non-bank payday loans, the CFPB,
concluding that there is “substantial probability” that consumers will be indebted for longer
than anticipated, announced that it expects to address the problems identified by its study.46

V.

Older Americans are particularly attractive to payday lenders and especially
vulnerable to the harm payday loans cause. Research has found that over onequarter of bank payday borrowers are Social Security recipients.
A. Older Americans are showing signs of greater financial hardship than other
age groups and are often less able to recover from financial distress.

Since 2006, the wealth of American households dropped $6 trillion because of decreased
home values and losses in stock market-based retirement savings.47 The impact of this
financial shipwreck can be especially severe for older Americans, who have a shorter
remaining time horizon and therefore less ability to rebuild their wealth and financial security.
The problem is even more acute for older African-American households, who have only onesixth of the wealth of older white households.48
Coupled with recent dramatic declines in the value of their largest assets—homes and
retirement assets—many older Americans struggle with limited incomes. More than 13
million older adults are considered economically insecure, living on $21,800 per year or
less.49 Senior women in particular face diminished incomes because of lower lifetime
earnings and Social Security and pension benefits.
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Faced with insufficient incomes, many older Americans take on debt to cover medical and
living expenses. Over the last twenty years, the percentage of households with credit card
debt has decreased for every age category except those aged 55 and over, with those aged 75
and older experiencing the largest increase.50 Amidst the deleveraging of the last five years,
credit card debt for households aged 50+ decreased somewhat (to a still-large average of
$8,300 for indebted families), but by much less than it did for younger households.51
The result is not just more debt, but also greater levels of unaffordable debt. One-fifth of
older households with annual incomes below $50,000 report spending more than 40 percent
of their income on debt payments.52 The results are sadly predictable: Those over age 65
make up the fastest-growing segment of people seeking bankruptcy protection.53
Facing these financial hardships, older Americans are particularly vulnerable to payday
lenders’ claims of quick cash, only to find themselves trapped in payday debt that makes their
situation worse. For real-life examples of older Americans trapped in payday loan debt, see
the Appendix.
B. Social Security benefits provide lenders with a steady source of repayment.
Older Americans are particularly attractive to payday lenders because they have a steady
source of income in the form of Social Security payments. As one payday lender described
federal benefits recipients:
“These people always get paid, rain or shine . . . [They] will always have money,
every 30 days.”—former manager of payday loan stores54
As another put it:
“[Borrowers receiving Social Security or disability] payments would come in for a
small loan and write a check to the company dated the 3rd of the month, when their
government checks would arrive. All the Advance America employees were required
to come in early on that day, so we could quickly cash their checks and wipe out their
checking accounts.”—former Advance America employee55
Indeed, an analysis by one researcher found that payday lender storefronts cluster around
government-subsidized housing for seniors and the disabled in a number of states across the
country.56
C. Significant numbers of older Americans become trapped in payday loans,
comprising a growing share of all payday borrowers.
Though older Americans do not make up a disproportionate share of payday borrowers
overall,57 they make up a significant and growing share of payday borrowers. In both Florida
and California, approximately one in five payday borrowers is aged 55 and over.58 And the
number of older Americans in payday loan debt appears to be growing rapidly: In Florida, the
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proportion of payday borrowers aged 65 and over increased by 73% from 2005 to 2011, while
this age group among the general Florida population increased by only 4%.59 Data on payday
lending in Florida indicate most of its borrowers become trapped in debt. Despite
“safeguards” in Florida technically prohibiting renewals (where the borrower pays the only
fee without retiring principal) and imposing a 24-hour cooling-off period, borrowers average
nine loans per year. About half of borrowers’ subsequent loans resulted from a loan being
extended immediately following the 24-hour cooling off period; nearly 90% resulted from
additional loans within the same pay period the previous loan was repaid.60
In addition, as noted earlier, research has found that over one-quarter of bank payday
borrowers are Social Security recipients, making these borrowers 2.2 times as likely to have a
bank payday loan as bank customers as a whole.61 The CFPB also found that a significant
share of payday borrowers—nearly one in four—reported some form of public assistance or
other benefits or retirement funds as an income source.62
D. Social Security funds are protected from creditors in other contexts yet are
routinely seized by bank and non-bank payday lenders.
Congress has long sought to protect Social Security funds and other public benefits intended
for necessities from the unilateral reach of creditors.63 The Social Security Act prohibits
collection of Social Security benefits through assignment, garnishment, or other legal process.
The policy underlying this legal protection is to ensure the debtor a minimum subsistence
income—for essential needs like food, shelter, and medicine—and courts have repeatedly
upheld it.64
Payday lenders grossly undermine this critical protection by requiring Social Security
recipients to provide direct access to their bank accounts—either through a post-dated check
or electronic access—and immediately taking the income for repayment. Indeed, CRL
research has found that bank payday lenders take an average of 33% of the recipient’s next
Social Security check to repay a bank payday loan.65 The Treasury Department recently made
significant strides in protecting Social Security funds in checking accounts from bank freezes
in response to garnishment orders,66 but these rules do not address the informal wage
assignment routine to payday lending model. They also do not apply to the practice whereby
the financial institution repays itself as creditor, as with bank payday loans.67
E. Seniors became more vulnerable to payday lenders following the March 1,
2013 requirement that all Social Security benefits be distributed
electronically.
The threat payday loans pose to Social Security recipients became more pronounced March 1
of this year, when electronic distribution of government benefits became mandatory.68
Benefits that have been distributed by paper check, often to those most financially vulnerable,
are now directly deposited to checking accounts or prepaid cards. As part of the new rule, the
Treasury Department prohibited government deposits to prepaid cards that allow payday loans
out of concern that credit products would siphon off exempt benefits.69 However, benefits
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deposited into traditional checking accounts remain at risk to payday loans by both banks and
non-banks.70

VI.

Public policy is trending against payday lending, with a growing number of
states—now 22, home to over 40 percent of Americans—prohibiting or
significantly restricting it.

Some states have never allowed payday loans to be part of their small loan marketplace, while
several have prohibited or significantly restricted them in recent years.71 Since 2007, eight
states (including the District of Columbia) have enacted or enforced meaningful reform to
address payday lending72—while no state without payday lending has authorized it since
2005.
In addition, federal policy is increasingly opposed to payday lending. In 2006, Congress
passed the Military Lending Act, which prohibited payday loans to military service members
and their families. This law stemmed from Department of Defense and base commander
concern that troops were incurring high levels of high-cost payday loan debt, which was
threatening security clearances and military readiness.73 At that time, the President of the
Navy-Marine Corps Relief Society testified:
This problem with . . . payday lending is the most serious single financial problem that
we have encountered in [one] hundred years.—President of Navy-Marine Corps
Relief Society74

VII.

Strong, comprehensive policy responses are critical to stopping the harm that
payday lending causes.

Today, we highlight the following policy recommendations needed to eliminate the cycle of
debt inherent to payday lending:
o The OCC and FDIC should finalize their supervisory guidance addressing
bank payday lending, preserving in particular the proposed underwriting
requirements that aim to ensure borrowers have the ability to repay their loan
without reborrowing, and the limit on the number and frequency of payday
loans.75
o The Federal Reserve Board should likewise issue supervisory guidance
addressing bank payday loans that clarifies appropriate underwriting
procedures and limits the number and frequency of payday loans.
o Congress and the states should enact the strongest protection possible
against payday lending. An interest rate limit of about 36% annually has
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been demonstrated to be the most effective way to ensure that loans are
structured in an affordable manner:76


Congress should enact a 36% APR limit applicable to all borrowers,
similar to what it enacted for active-duty military and their families in
the 2006 Military Lending Act.



States should continue to put in place and enforce 36% APR limits
applicable to small dollar loans, including payday loans.

o The CFPB should issue regulations that require lenders to determine the
borrower’s ability to repay the loan and afford their regular expenses without
taking out another loan, and that limit the length of time lenders can keep
borrowers in debt.
o Policymakers should ensure that borrowers’ checking accounts—
especially income, like Social Security benefits, that is used to pay for
necessities—are protected from the effective wage assignment that payday
lending creates. Lenders should be prohibited from requiring, or effectively
requiring, access to a borrower’s checking account as a condition of making a
loan.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I look forward to answering your questions.
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Appendix A: Real-life examples of older Americans trapped in payday loans
As reported in AARP The Magazine (text reproduced verbatim):77
Mary Love, of Kentucky:
Love, 67, is a divorced LaGrange, Kentucky, resident and a minister in the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.). When she got her first payday loan, in 2003, she wasn't destitute; she was
working for UPS Logistics in Louisville. But she’d fallen behind on her rent.
Her first loan was for $200. She doesn’t recall the name of the place that sold her the
short-term cash advance. “They were everywhere,” she says of the storefront operation. Love
wrote a check for $230, including the $30 fee for the cost of the loan. The lender handed her
$200 in cash. Two weeks later, Love came back to retrieve the check and repay the loan in cash.
Now, though, she was out of money again. So she wrote the store another check, but for
twice as much — $460, including a $60 finance charge for the second loan — because she
needed to pay off other bills. This cycle of repeat borrowing spun on for months. By the end of
the year, Love says, she’d spent $1,450 in fees. Two years later, with the debt still churning and
no end in sight, Love was living rent-free in her sister’s basement and relying on temp work to
pay off the loans.
***
For Mary Love, escape from the debt trap wouldn’t come for several years. In 2005 she
saw a billboard advertising the debt-relief referral services of the Red Cross, which put her in
touch with the Consumer Credit Counseling Service. That led to a payoff plan; she finally
emerged from the debt in 2007. The total payoff, she believes, was “way into the thousands.”
Years later, she doesn’t think she’s fully recovered.
“This is not how you get out of debt,” she says. “This is how you get into it.”
The 96-year-old mother of Randy Morse of Lynchburg, Virginia:
Payday lenders also aggressively collect debt from borrowers who bounce checks, even
garnishing (seizing) Social Security benefits. Technically, the 1935 Social Security Act bars
creditors from garnishing benefits. But because the transaction usually takes place between the
lender and a local bank, it often escapes regulatory notice. That’s what Randy Morse of
Lynchburg, Virginia, discovered when a local Allied Cash Advance outlet threatened his 96year-old mother with garnishment last March. She had fallen behind on a loan she’d taken out
the previous September.
As recorded by the National Consumer Law Center:78
Mr. B, a Social Security recipient using Wells Fargo’s payday loan program, found himself paying
exorbitant interest rates and locked in a cycle of debt that aggravated rather than alleviated financial
distress. A review of 39 consecutive monthly statements showed that Mr. B had taken out 24 payday
loans of $500, averaging approximately eight days each, with the shortest running just two days and
the longest 21 days. The finance charges for these short-term loans totaled $1,200, and their effective
APRs ranged from 182 percent to 1,825 percent. Ironically, even though bank payday loans are
marketed as a way of avoiding overdraft fees, Mr. B still ended up paying $676 in overdraft penalties
on top of the $1,200 in loan fees.
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As told to CRL by the borrowers:
Arthur Jackson,79 a 69-year-old warehouse worker and grandfather of seven, went to the same
Advance America payday shop for over five years. His total interest paid is estimated at about $5,000
for a loan that started at $200 and eventually increased to a principal of $300. Advance America
flipped the loan over a hundred times, collecting interest of up to $52.50 each time. Every payday,
rather than defaulting or coming up short on bill money, Jackson went into the Advance America
store, renewed his loan, and paid the fee. The clerks knew him by name, and often had his paperwork
ready for him when he came in.
Anita Monti,80 an older American, went to an Advance America store in hopes of finding a solution to
a common problem—how to afford Christmas gifts for her grandchildren. Unable to repay both the
principal and interest on the initial loan, Monti had no choice but to renew her loan with Advance
America every payday, paying $45 many times to keep the same $300 loan outstanding. She went to a
second payday lender, Check ‘n Go, to help repay Advance America. Monti could not afford the $820
it would take to pay off the two loans in full and get out of the trap. After just four months, she had
paid almost $1,000 in fees and still owed the $820 in principal borrowed. “I got a promotion and a
raise, but I never saw any of that money,” said Monti. She finally went to her church for help making
her rent payment and to a consumer credit counseling agency for help in negotiating a repayment plan
for the payday loans. It took Monti nine more months to complete these payments.
As reported in the Texas Observer:81
Roger Tillman, a 64-year-old living in Houston, took out a $500 payday loan from The Money Center
in 2008 after the security company he worked for scaled back his overtime shifts. The Money Center
currently offers $500 two-week loans for $150 in interest and fees, or about 650% APR. Like many
borrowers, Tillman was unable to pay off the loan and thus renewed it, resulting in deepening debt
until October 2009, when he was laid off. He reports that he requested an extended repayment plan
but was not given one. In November 2009, the lender filed a criminal complaint against him,
demanding that he pay $1,020 within ten days or potentially face felony charges that carry two to 20
years in jail and fines up to $10,000. “In all, the district attorney demanded $1,250, including ‘district
attorney fees’ of $140 and merchant fees of $90”—even though Texas law prohibits payday loan
companies from threatening to pursue criminal charges against their customers, except in unusual
circumstances.
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APPENDIX B
Every bank that we are aware of making payday loans tells its customers that the product is
intended for short-term rather than long-term use:
FRB-supervised:
Fifth Third Bank: “[Early Access is a] line of credit used to assist our customers with short-term,
financial emergencies or unexpected financial needs.”82
Regions Bank: “Ready Advance is an open-end credit plan that is designed to provide you with funds
when you have an emergency or other unexpected expense. Ready Advance is not intended for
customers who need to repay an extension of credit over an extended period of time. Ready Advance
should not be based for planned purchases, discretionary spending, or regular monthly expenses.”83
OCC-supervised:
Wells Fargo Bank: “The service can help get you through a financial emergency . . . . Advances are
intended to assist with short-term cash needs and are not recommended as a solution for your longterm financial needs.”84
US Bank: “Checking Account Advance is a loan product designed for short-term credit needs. We do
not recommend ongoing use of the Checking Account Advance service.”85
Bank of Oklahoma: “The service is designed to help our customers meet their short-term borrowing
needs, but is not intended to provide a solution for longer-term financial needs.”86
Guaranty Bank: “This service . . . is designed to help our customers meet their short term needs and
is not intended to provide a solution for longer-term financial needs or recurring expenses that you can
plan for.”87
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